We consider the possibility that weak interactions' common with all other known interactions~o in fact enjoy a left-right symmetry manifest in the Hamiltonian, and that parity nonconservation stems from the spontaneous breakdown of this symmetry. We show that this picture is experimentally distinguishable from the conventional one in which parity nonconservation stems from the Hamiltonian. For the purposes of this note, it is not necessary to commit oneself to any specific gauge model. To have a convenient framework for discussion, however, we shall abstract some features of a recently proposed U(1) @SU(2)~IISU(2)~m odel' with four leptons (v", v"p, and 
A. Sirlinf Net Yo~k University, Negro Yo~k, New Yo~k 10003 (Received 18 April 1977) We consider the possibility that weak interactions' common with all other known interactions~o in fact enjoy a left-right symmetry manifest in the Hamiltonian, and that parity nonconservation stems from the spontaneous breakdown of this symmetry. We show that this picture is experimentally distinguishable from the conventional one in which parity nonconservation stems from the Hamiltonian. The implications of currently available experimental results are discussed and the need for new and decisive experiments is underlined.
Recent work on gauge theories of weak interactions has brought into focus the possibility that invariance under left-right conjugation is in fact a fundamental symmetry of nature, the symmetry realization being of the Nambu-Goldstone type rather than the more conventional Wigner-Weyl type. ' The phenomenon of parity nonconservation, visible so clearly at all currently available energies, is then a consequence of the Nambu-Goldstone nature of the realization; in accordance with general discussions pertaining to the merger of symmetry realizations, ' we expect freedom from parity nonconservation at very small distances. ' The considerations presented below indicate that parity conservation may be largely restored at distances of the order of (10' GeV) '. (2) (3) (4) Note that the V-A limit corresponds to g-0 and mm/m, -~.
We proceed to consider some of the experimental consequences of the interaction in Eq. (3). Only those processes which give clean and unambiguous information are listed. (il) LePtotl PolQt KzQt20'fl &E semtlePtoÃi c decQps. -We find [P(l)"/P(l) " ]= -2g",/(1+g",'),
(11) where the suffixes F and GT mean transitions induced by the vector and axial-vector currents respectively (pure Fermi and pure Gamow-Teller, respectively, in the allowed approximation). Also, we have normalized our expressions for the polarization in terms of the standard results' derived in the V-A limit.
(iii) SPectxum in p decay. -The standard parameters, ' p, 5, $, and q, which determine the spectrum, are related to the interaction parameters as fo11ows: 
Here v(p~) = -0(p~P -v +. . .). Parity is exact in the limit Ip I-~; in this limit the ratio in Eq. (17) drops to zero. 
